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Abstract
We study the homotopy types of complements of arrangements of n transverse planes in R4, obtaining
a complete classi"cation for n)6, and lower bounds for the number of homotopy types in general.
Furthermore, we show that the homotopy type of a 2-arrangement in R4 is not determined by the
cohomology ring, thereby answering a question of Ziegler. The invariants that we use are derived from the
characteristic varieties of the complement. The nature of these varieties illustrates the di!erence between real
and complex arrangements. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
AMS classi,cation: primary 57M05, 57M25, 52B30; secondary 14M12, 20F36
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1. Introduction
In [13], Goresky and MacPherson introduced a generalization of the notion of complex
hyperplane arrangement. A 2-arrangement in R2d is a "nite collection A of codimension 2 linear
subspaces so that, for every subsetB-A, the space Y
H|B
H has even dimension. The main object
of study is the complement of the arrangement, X(A)"R2dCZ
H|A
H. Goresky and MacPherson
computed the cohomology groups of X. BjoK rner and Ziegler [4] and Ziegler [30] determined the
structure of the cohomology algebra H*(X; Z). These results generalize the classical work of
Arnol’d, Brieskorn, and Orlik and Solomon on the cohomology ring of the complement of
a complex hyperplane arrangement, see [24]. Unlike the situation obtaining for the Orlik}
Solomon algebra, which is completely determined by the intersection lattice, there remained an
0040-9383/99/$ - see front matter ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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ambiguity in the relations de"ning H*(X; Z). Even in the simplest case of 2-arrangements in R4,
a striking phenomenon occurs, showing that this ambiguity cannot be resolved, [30].
Each 2-arrangementA in R4 is a realization of the uniform matroid ;
2,n
, where n"DAD is the
cardinality of the arrangement. Thus, the intersection lattice of such an arrangement is uniquely
determined by n. Furthermore, the homology groups of the complement, X, the lower central series
quotients of the group G"n
1
(X), and the Chen groups of G also depend only on n.
On the other hand, the cohomology ring of X is a more subtle invariant. The relations in
H*(X; Z) depend on, and are determined by the linking numbers of the associated link. Ziegler [30]
found a pair of 2-arrangements of four planes which have non-isomorphic cohomology rings. His
method, which uses an invariant derived from H*(X; Z), does not seem, however, to extend beyond
n"4.
In this paper, we introduce new homotopy-type invariants of complements of 2-arrangements.
These invariants, derived from the Alexander module, work for arbitrary n. As a "rst step towards
the homotopy classi"cation of 2-arrangements, we prove the following (see Corollary 6.6).
1.1. Theorem. For every integer n*1, there exist at least p (n!1)!x(n!1)/2y di+erent homotopy
types of complements of 2-arrangements of n planes in R4, where p ()) is the partition function, and x)y is
the integer part function.
At the end of [30], Ziegler asks whether the cohomology ring determines the homotopy type of
the complement of a 2-arrangement, proposing as a candidate for a negative answer the remarkable
pair of arrangements of 6 planes found by Mazurovskim\ in [22]. Using successive cablings on
Mazurovskim\ ’s pair, we answer Ziegler’s question, as follows (see Theorem 8.4).
1.2. Theorem. For every integer n*6, there exists a pair of 2-arrangements of n planes in R4, whose
complements have isomorphic cohomology rings, but di+erent homotopy types.
Rigid isotopy of arrangements implies isotopy of their singularity links. The converse is not clear,
though, since an isotopy may go outside the class of such links. On the other hand, the
classi"cation, up to rigid isotopy, of 2-arrangements in R4 is equivalent to the classi"cation, also up
to rigid isotopy, of con"gurations of skew lines in R3. Such con"gurations were introduced by Viro
in [28], and have been intensively studied since then, see the survey article by Crapo and Penne [8].
The rigid isotopy classi"cation of con"gurations of n skew lines in R3, was achieved by Viro [28]
for n)5, and by Mazurovskim\ [22] for n"6.
It is readily seen that rigid isotopy of arrangements implies homotopy equivalence of their
complements. The converse is not true. Indeed, as "rst noted by Viro, there exist con"gurations
that are not isotopic to their mirror image. But clearly, the complements of mirror pairs are
di!eomorphic, and thus homotopy equivalent. The next result shows that this is the only exception,
for n)6 (see Theorem 9.4).
1.3. Theorem. For 2-arrangements of n)6 planes in R4, the homotopy types of complements are in
one-to-one correspondence with the rigid isotopy types modulo mirror images.
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2Recently, Borobia and Mazurovskim\ [5] achieved the rigid isotopy classi"cation of con"gurations of 7 lines. If the
assertion of Theorem 1.3 were to hold for n"7, it would give 37 distinct homotopy types of complements of
arrangements of 7 planes. We have veri"ed this in the particular case of horizontal arrangements, for which there are 24
distinct homotopy types.
This theorem recovers Ziegler’s classi"cation of homotopy types of arrangements of n"4
planes. The number of homotopy types from the classi"cation in Theorem 1.3, together with the
lower bound from Theorem 1.1, are tabulated below.2
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Homotopy types 1 1 1 2 4 11 ?
Lower bound 1 1 1 2 3 5 8
The homotopy-type invariants that we use in our classi"cation of 2-arrangements are derived
from the characteristic varieties of their complements. Given a space X with H
1
(X):Zn, the kth
determinantal ideal of the Alexander module of X de"nes a subvariety, <
k
(X), of the complex
algebraic torus, (C*)n, whose monomial isomorphism type depends only on the homotopy type of
X } in fact, only on n
1
(X) } see [10, 17]. We call <
k
(X) the kth characteristic variety of X. From this
variety, we extract in Theorem 5.6 the following homotopy-type invariants for the space X: the list
&
k
(X) of codimensions of irreducible components, and the number Tors
p,k
(X) of p-torsion points.
These numerical invariants are readily computable by standard methods of geometric topology
and commutative algebra, and are powerful enough to detect all the di!erences in homotopy types
listed in the above theorems.
The characteristic varieties of complements of divisors in complex algebraic manifolds have been
intensively studied recently, see [1, 18, 16, 7, 19, 20]. Deep results as to their qualitative nature have
been obtained by Arapura [1], who showed that all the irreducible components of such character-
istic varieties are (possibly translated) subtori of a complex algebraic torus. Building on this work,
a more precise description of the characteristic varieties of complex hyperplane arrangements has
emerged. In all known examples, if X is the complement of such an arrangement, all positive-
dimensional subtori of <
k
(X) pass through the origin 1 of the torus.
On the other hand, if X is the complement of a 2-arrangement in R4, we "nd that the
characteristic varieties of X may contain positive-dimensional subtori that do not pass through 1.
For the non-complex Ziegler arrangement, the variety <
2
contains three subtori of (C*)4, one of
which is translated by (1,!1, 1, 1), see Example 5.10. But this is still a rather mild qualitative
di!erence. For the indecomposable Mazurovskim\ arrangements, the variety <
1
is not even a union
of translated subtori, see Section 8. These phenomena may be thought of as manifestations of the
non-complex nature of real arrangements.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we review the basic facts about 2-arrangements in R4, and their associated
con"gurations of lines and singularity links. In Section 3, we look in detail at some special classes of
arrangements: the decomposable ones, and the horizontal ones. In Section 4, we associate several
braids to a 2-arrangement, and use these braids to compute the fundamental group of the
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complement. In Section 5, we review Alexander modules and de"ne numerical homotopy-type
invariants from the associated characteristic varieties. In Section 6, we study the bottom character-
istic varieties <
n~2
, obtaining a complete characterization for depth 2, completely decomposable
arrangements. In Section 7, we study the top characteristic varieties<
1
, and their torsion points. In
Section 8, we study in detail the Mazurovskim\ arrangements, and their cablings. Using the results
and techniques from Sections 6}8, we complete the homotopy-type classi"cation of 2-arrange-
ments of 6 planes or less in Section 9.
2. Arrangements, line con5gurations, and links
In this section we collect some facts about arrangements of transverse planes in R4, and the
corresponding con"gurations of skew lines in R3 and links in S3.
2.1. We start by de"ning our basic objects of study in a concrete way.
2.2. De5nition. A 2-arrangement in R4 is a "nite collection A"MH
1
,2, HnN of pairwise trans-
verse two-dimensional vector subspaces of R4. The union of the arrangement is ; (A)"Z
H|A
H.
The complement of the arrangement is X(A)"R4C;(A). The link of the arrangement is
‚(A)"S3W; (A).
Each plane H
i
3A can be written as H
i
"ker j
i
Wker j3
i
, for some linear forms j
i
, j@
i
: R4PR.
The transversality condition means that H
i
WH
j
"M0N, for all iOj. That is, det(j
i
, j3
i
, j
j
, j3
j
)O0 for
iOj.
Alternatively, identifying R4 with C2"M(z, w)N, each plane inA can be written as H
i
"M f
i
"0N,
where f
i
(z, w)"a
i
z#b
i
zN#c
i
w#d
i
wN , for some a
i
, b
i
, c
i
, d
i
3C. In terms of real coordinates
x"Re z, y"Im z, u"Rew, v"Imw, we have j
i
(x, y, u, v)" Re f
i
(x#iy, u#iv) and
j@
i
(x, y, u, v)"Im f
i
(x#iy, u#iv), where i"J!1.
With notation as above, let f : C2PC be the polynomial map in z, zN , w, wN given by f"f
1
2f
n
. We
say that f is a de,ning polynomial for the arrangementA. Obviously, the union of the arrangement
is the zero locus of the de"ning polynomial.
2.3. Example. The most basic example of a 2-arrangement is a complex arrangement. Such an
arrangement consists of complex lines through the origin of C2. Any two complex arrangements
di!er by an R-linear change of variables, and thus have di!eomorphic complements. We denote the
complex arrangement of n lines by A
n
, and take its de"ning polynomial to be
f
n
(z, w)"(z!w)2(z!nw). The link ‚(A
n
) is the n-component Hopf link. The trivial arrangement
is A
1
.
2.4. Let A"MH
1
,2, HnN be a 2-arrangement in R4. Its link, ‚"M‚1,2, ‚nN, consists of
n unknotted circles in S3. The complement of the arrangement, X (A), is homotopy equivalent to
the complement of the link, >(‚)"S3C‚, via radial deformation. Using this observation, we can
compute homotopy-type invariants of X"X(A) by methods of knot theory.
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The homology groups of X depend only on the number of planes in the arrangement: H
0
"Z,
H
1
"Zn, H
2
"Zn~1, H
k
"0 for k’2. The cohomology ring of X, on the other hand, also depends
on the linking numbers l
i, j
"l
k
(‚
i
, ‚
j
). Speci"cally,
H*(X; Z)"R*Zn/(l
ij
e
i
e
j
#l
jk
e
j
e
k
#l
ki
e
k
e
i
"0)
where R*Zn is the exterior algebra on e
1
,2 , en. As noted by Ziegler [30], one can compute the
linking numbers of ‚(A) directly from the de"ning equations of A. Indeed, if H
i
"Mj
i
"j@
i
"0N,
then l
i, j
"sgn(det(j
i
, j@
i
, j
j
, j@
j
)).
As shown by Ziegler [30], the complement X "bers over C*"CCM0N, with "ber CCMn!1
pointsN, and thus X is a K(G, 1) space. Alternatively, since all the linking numbers are non-zero, the
link ‚ is non-split, and thus >(‚) is aspherical, see [6]. It follows that the homotopy type of X is
determined by the isomorphism class of its fundamental group G.
As we shall see in Proposition 4.4, the monodromy of the bundle XPC* is a certain (pure) braid
automorphism b[ 3P
n~1
, and so G is a semidirect product of free groups, G"F
n~1
Jb[ F1. Since
b[ acts trivially on homology, a result of Falk and Randell [12] implies that the lower central series
quotients of G depend only on n, being equal to those of the product C"F
n~1
]F
1
. In fact, since all
the linking numbers of ‚ are equal to $1, a result of Massey and Traldi [21] shows that the lower
central series quotients of both G and G/GA are equal to the corresponding quotients of C and C/CA.
2.5. Now let H be an a$ne hyperplane in R4, generic with respect to A. The con,guration of
A corresponding to H is the con"guration of skew lines in R3 de"ned as C
H
(A)"HW; (A).
Conversely, given a con"guration C of skew lines, one obtains a 2-arrangement, A
p
"A(C), by
coning at a generic point p, and translating p to 0.
2.6. Example. Let A‘ and A~ be the pair of 2-arrangements considered by Ziegler in [30].
The arrangement A‘ is the complex arrangement A
4
, with de"ning polynomial f‘(z, w)"
(z!w) (z!2w) (z!3w) (z!4w). The arrangement A~ has de"ning polynomial f~(z, w)"
(z!wN ) (z!2wN ) (z!3w) (z!4w). Projecting onto the hyperplane Mv"1N, we get con"gurations
CB"MlB
1
, lB
2
, l
3
, l
4
N, with equations
lB
1
"Mx!u"yG1"0N, lB
2
"Mx!2u"yG2"0N,
l
3
"Mx!3u"y!3"0N, l
4
"Mx!4u"y!4"0N.
The two con"gurations are shown in Fig. 1.
2.7. Finally, let us consider the natural isotopy relation between arrangements, modeled on the
similar notion for con"gurations.
2.8. De5nition. Two arrangements A and A@ are called rigidly isotopic if there is an isotopy of
R4 connecting A to A@ through arrangements.
The rigid isotopy class of C
H
(A) does not depend on H, and the rigid isotopy class ofA
p
(C) does
not depend on p. Therefore, we will denote them simply by C(A) and A(C), respectively.
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Fig. 1. Ziegler’s pair: the con"gurations C‘ (left) and C~ (right).
Fig. 2. Ziegler’s pair: the half-braids a‘ (left) and a~ (right).
Moreover, rigid isotopy classes of con"gurations are in one-to-one correspondence with rigid
isotopy classes of 2-arrangements. See Crapo and Penne [8] for details and references.
2.9. Remark. Given an arrangement, we can deform it by means of a rigid isotopy so that one of
the planes has linking number #1 with all other planes. The analogous procedure for bringing one
of the lines of a con"guration on top of all others is explained in Penne [25].
3. Decomposable and horizontal arrangements
In this section we look at arrangements that can be obtained by a sequence of cabling operations
from simpler arrangements, and also at arrangements whose corresponding con"gurations are
&&horizontal’’. We consider in more detail the subclass of completely decomposable arrangements,
and obtain a normal form for those of depth 2.
3.1. Let us start by recalling the following notion from knot theory (see [6]). Let ‚"‚
1
X2X‚
n
be a link in S3. The (a, b)-cable of ‚ about the kth component is the link ‚Ma, bN"‚XK(a, b),
where K(a, b) is an (a, b)-torus link contained in the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of ‚
k
.
Now let A be a 2-arrangement of n planes in R4, with de"ning polynomial f"f
1
2f
n
. Fix an
index 1)k)n, a positive integer r, and a number e"$1. Given these data, we de"ne the
er-cable about the kth component of A to be the arrangement AkMerN with de"ning polynomial
f ( f
k
#g
1
)2( f
k
#g
r
)
where each g
j
is a linear form in z, zN , w, wN , whose coe$cients are su$ciently small with respect to
those of f, and such that sgn(det( f
k
, g
j
))"e, for j"1, 2, r.
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The cabling operation is well de"ned up to rigid isotopy of arrangements. The reverse operation
is called decabling. It is readily seen that the link of AkM$rN is the (r, $r)-cable about the kth
component of ‚(A).
3.2. De5nition. A 2-arrangement for which no decabling is possible is called indecomposable;
otherwise, it is called decomposable. If A is connected to the trivial arrangement A
1
by a "nite
sequence of cabling moves, then A is called completely decomposable.
3.3. Example. The complex arrangement A
n
is the (n!1)-cable of A
1
, and thus is completely
decomposable. Its link is the corresponding cable about the unknot. The arrangement A~ from
Example 2.6 is the (!1)-cable of A
3
, and thus is also completely decomposable.
3.4. We now de"ne 2-arrangements in R4 corresponding to special collections of skew lines
in R3, variously called join con"gurations [28], horizontal con"gurations [22], or spindle
con"gurations [8].
3.5. De5nition. A con"guration is called horizontal if it is rigidly isotopic to a con"guration whose
lines are stacked one over another in distinct planes, all parallel to a "xed (horizontal) plane.
A 2-arrangement which admits an associated horizontal con"guration is called horizontal.
A horizontal con"guration C of n lines determines a permutation q"q(C) on M1, 2 , nN, as
follows. Project perpendicularly all lines onto a "xed horizontal plane. Order these n lines in
decreasing order of their (necessarily distinct) slopes. Order the n horizontal planes containing the
lines in increasing order of their vertical heights. For every i3M1,2, nN, put qi"k if the ith line is
contained in the kth horizontal plane. This de"nes the permutation q3S
n
.
Conversely, every permutation q3S
n
determines a horizontal con"guration C(q) (see [9, 22]),
and thereby a horizontal arrangement A (q). Explicitly, A (q) may be de"ned as follows.
3.6. Proposition. ‚et q3S
n
. Choose real numbers a
i
, b
i
, 1)i)n, so that a
1
(2(an and
bq1(2(bqn . „hen the polynomial
f (z, w)" n<
i/1
Az!
a
i
#b
i
2
w!ai!bi
2
wN B (3.1)
de,nes a horizontal 2-arrangement, whose associated permutation is q.
For horizontal arrangements, the linking numbers have a particularly simple interpretation.
Namely, if A"A(q), then l
i, j
"sgn(q
i
q
j
).
3.7. Example. In Example 2.6, pick the vertical coordinate to be y"Im z. Then the lines of the
con"gurations CB are contained in horizontal planes, parallel to the plane y"0. In each case, the
ordering given by the slopes is (1, 2, 3, 4). The ordering given by the vertical heights is (1, 2, 3, 4) for
C‘, and (2, 1, 3, 4) for C~. Thus A‘"A(1234) and A~"A (2134). The de"ning polynomials
corresponding to the choices a"(1, 2, 3, 4), b"($1, $2, 3, 4) in (3.1) are the polynomials
fB from Example 2.6. All linking numbers lB
i, j
are equal to #1, except for l~
1,2
"!1.
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The permutation q associated to a horizontal arrangement A"A(q) is not unique. The
following result of Mazurovskim\ [23] lists various ways in which uniqueness is known to fail.
3.8. Proposition. „wo horizontal arrangements, de,ned by permutations q and q@ in S
n
, are rigidly
isotopic if:
(a) q@"pqp@, where p and p@ are circular permutations of (1, 2 , n); or
(b) q@"q~1; or
(c) q@"(q
1
,2, qi~1, q@i,2, q@i‘s, qi‘s‘1,2, qn), where (qi,2, qi‘s) is a permutation of
Mm#1,2, m#s#1N, and (q@i!m,2, q@i‘s!m)"(s#1,2, 1) (qi!m,2, qi‘s!m)
(s#1,2, 1).
3.9. Remark. We do not know whether any two rigidly isotopic horizontal arrangements can be
connected by a "nite sequence of moves of type (a), (b), (c). There is another set of moves, introduced
by Crapo and Penne, which is conjectured to be complete for horizontal con"gurations, see [8,
p. 80]. At any rate, the precise enumeration of the cosets of S
n
modulo the equivalence relation
generated by either set of moves seems to be a challenging combinatorial problem.
3.10. Example. We can use moves of type (a) to realize the rigid isotopy from Remark 2.9 in the
case of horizontal arrangements. Indeed, if A"A (q) for some q3S
n
with q
k
"n, then we can
replace q by q@"q (k#1,2, n, 1,2, k). This yields a new arrangement, A@"A(q@), for which
q@
n
"n, and l@
i,n
"1 for all i(n.
3.11. Example. An important example of move (c) is as follows. Suppose the block B"(q
i
,2, qj)
is obtained by concatenation of two blocks, B
1
and B
2
, of consecutive integers, each block in either
increasing order (a positive block), or in decreasing order (a negative block), and so that
minB
2
"maxB
1
#1. Then the block B@"(q@
i
,2, q@j) is also a concatenation of two blocks of
consecutive integers, B@
1
and B@
2
. Moreover, B@
1
is B
2
shifted down by DB
1
D and B@
2
is B
1
shifted up by
DB
2
D. In essence, the move (B
1
B
2
)P(B@
1
B@
2
) allows us to #ip-and-shift adjacent blocks of consecutive
integers, provided that minB
2
"maxB
1
#1.
3.12. We come now to a special class of horizontal arrangements, that can be constructed
inductively from A
1
by a sequence of cabling moves. Let A"A(q), where q3S
n
, and k"ql. An
er-cabling move on the kth component of A yields a new horizontal arrangement, A (q@), where
q@3S
n‘r
is given by
q@
i
"G
q
i
if i N Ml, 2 , l#rN and qi(k
q
i
#r if i N Ml, 2 , l#rN and qi’k
k#e (l!i)#1!e
2
r if i3Ml, 2 , l#rN.
In other words, an er-cabling move on k shifts all the numbers in q greater than k by r and replaces
k by (k,2, k#r) if e"1 or by (k#r,2, k) if e"!1.
3.13. De5nition. A horizontal arrangement is called completely decomposable if the associated
permutation can be obtained from the identity permutation (1) by a "nite sequence of cabling moves.
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It is apparent from the de"nitions that the link of a completely decomposable arrangement is
obtained from the unknot by successive (1, $1)-cablings.
3.14. Example. All 2-arrangements of up to 5 planes are completely decomposable, except for
A(31425), which is indecomposable. Among arrangements of 6 planes, for example,
A(K)"A (341256) is completely decomposable, A(314256) is decomposable but not completely
so, and A(241536) is indecomposable.
3.15. We now introduce a measure of the complexity of a completely decomposable arrangement
A. Pick a permutation q such that A"A(q). Construct a sequence of permutations connecting
q to the identity permutation, q"q
0
Pq
1
P2Pq
d
"(1), as follows. At each step, partition the
current permutation into blocks of consecutive integers, either in increasing order (positive
cablings), or in decreasing order (negative cablings), and contract each block to a single number (via
decabling moves), renumbering accordingly. Let d(q)"d.
3.16. De5nition. The depth of a completely decomposable arrangement A is
depth(A)"min
q
Md (q) DA is rigidly isotopic to A(q)N.
3.17. Example. The only arrangement of depth 0 is the trivial arrangement A
1
"A (1). The
arrangements of depth 1 are the complex arrangementsA
n
"A(12n), with n’1. The arrange-
ment A(21435) is completely decomposable, via the sequence of permutations (21435)P
(123)P(1), and so has depth 2.
For arrangements of depth 2, we single out the following type.
3.18. De5nition. LetA(q) be a depth 2, completely decomposable arrangement. We say thatA(q)
is in normal form if q"(I
1
,2, Ir, J), where I1,2, Ir are negative blocks, J is a positive block, and
the following conditions hold:
(i) I
1
(2(I
r
(J,
(ii) 2)DI
1
D)2)DI
r
D,
(iii) DI
1
D)DJD if r"1.
3.19. Proposition. Every arrangement of depth 2 is rigidly isotopic to a unique arrangement in normal
form.
Proof. Let A be a depth 2 arrangement of n planes. Up to rigid isotopy, we may assume that
A"A(q), where d(q)"2. Applying the type (a) move of Example 3.10, we may further assume
that n is "xed by q. Then the permutation sequence of A"A (q) has the following form:
qP(1,2, r)P(1). Applying repeatedly the type (c) move of Example 3.11, we can push all the
positive blocks of q (including singletons) to the right, packing all of them into a single positive
block (that will contain n), and also arrange the negative blocks in increasing order of their sizes
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Fig. 3. The braids a and b associated to A(213).
from left to the right. In this way, we arrive at the normal form A(I
1
,2, Ir, J) for A. The
uniqueness is guaranteed by the conditions imposed on I
1
,2, Ir and DJD. h
Thus, we may refer to the normal form of an arrangement of depth 2. As we shall see in Section 6,
the normal form is a complete homotopy type invariant for complements of such arrangements.
4. Braids and fundamental groups
In this section, we associate to a 2-arrangement of n planes several braids on n strings, and use
these braids to "nd presentations for the fundamental group of the complement.
4.1. Let B
n
be Artin’s braid group on n strings, with generators p
1
, p
2
,2, pn~1 and relations
p
i
p
j
p
i
"p
j
p
i
p
j
for i!j"1 and p
i
p
j
"p
j
p
i
for i!j’1, see [2]. Also, let D
n
"(p
n~1
2p
1
)
(p
n~1
2p
2
)2(p
n~1
p
n~2
) (p
n~1
)3B
n
be &&Garside’s braid’’*the half-twist on n strings.
Consider a con"guration C"Ml
1
,2, lnN of n skew-lines in R3. Associated to C, there is a braid
on n strings, a"a(C)3B
n
, see Mazurovskim\ [22] and Crapo and Penne [8]. The procedure
that takes C to a is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. Set b"aD
n
aD~1
n
. We call a and b, the
half-braid, respectively, the full-braid of the con"guration C (or of the arrangement A"A (C)).
As is well known, conjugation by D
n
is the involution p
i
>p
n~i
. Thus, the braid b is obtained
by concatenating a with another copy of a, rotated by 1803, see Fig. 3. Clearly, b is a pure braid
in P
n
.
The following result of Mazurovskim\ [22] and Crapo and Penne [8] establishes the direct
connection between the link and the braid of an arrangement. First recall the classical theorem of
Alexander, according to which every link in S3 is isotopic to the closure of a braid (see [2]).
4.2. Proposition ‚et A be a 2-arrangement in R4 and ‚"‚(A) its link. ‚et C"C (A) be the
associated con,guration of skew lines in R3 and b"b(C) its full-braid. „hen ‚ is isotopic to the
closure of b.
Let X be the complement of the arrangement A, and G"n
1
(X) its fundamental group. Recall
that X is homotopy equivalent to the complement > of the link ‚. Since ‚ is the closure of b, the
group G has Artin presentation
G"Sx
1
, 2 , xn Db (xi)"xi, i"1, 2 , nT (4.1)
see [2, 4].
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4.3. As mentioned in Remark 2.9, we can bring one of the lines of C, say l
n
, on top of all the other
ones. Discarding l
n
, we get a con"guration C[ of n!1 skew lines, so that C"C[ XMl
n
N. It follows
that ‚"‚[ X‚
n
, where ‚[ is the closure of b[ "b (C[ )3P
n~1
. Furthermore, it is readily seen that the
half-braid of C is given by n(a\ )"p~1
1
2p~1
n~1
a, where n :B
n~1
)B
n
is the standard inclusion
n (p
i
)"p
i‘1
. We call a\ and b[ , the reduced half-braid, respectively the reduced full-braid of the
arrangement A"A(C).
It is now apparent that the complement of ‚ in S3 is homotopy equivalent to the complement of
‚[ in the solid torus S1]D2"S3C(‚
n
]D2). These geometric considerations lead to the following:
4.4. Proposition. „he complement X (A) of a 2-arrangement of n planes in R4 is homotopy equivalent
to the total space of a bundle over the circle, with ,ber D2CMn!1 pointsN, and monodromy the braid
automorphism b[ .
Thus, X is a K (G, 1), with fundamental group a semidirect product of free groups,
G"F
n~1
Jb[ lAVF1. The Artin representation of b[ provides a presentation for G, corresponding to
this split extension:
G"Sx
1
,2, xn Dx~1n xixn"b[ (xi), i"1,2, n!1T.
4.5. Example. For the complex arrangement A
n
, the half-braid is the half-twist a"D
n
, and the
full-braid is the full-twist b"D2
n
. Since b[ "D2
n~1
acts on F
n~1
by conjugation by x
1
2x
n~1
, the
group G is isomorphic to F
n~1
]F
1
, where F
1
"Sx
1
2x
n
T.
For a non-complex 2-arrangement, the group G is in general not isomorphic to a direct product,
as we shall later see. Nevertheless, we may still use the underlying idea of Example 4.5, and simplify
the presentation of G, by cutting o! a full twist from b[ .
4.6. Proposition. ‚etA be a 2-arrangement of n planes, with reduced half-braid a\ . Set m"D
n~1
a\ ~1.
„hen, the fundamental group G of A is isomorphic to F
n~1
Jm2 F1, and has presentation
G"Sx
1
,2, xn Dxnxix~1n "m2(xi), i"1,2, n!1T. (4.2)
Proof. Recall that G
1
J
(
G
2
:G
1
J
({
G
2
if /@"c/Q1, where c3Inn(G
1
). Thus, it su$ces to show
that b[ di!ers from m~2 by an inner automorphism of F
n~1
. This follows from the fact that D2
n~1
3
Center(B
n~1
)WInn(F
n~1
):
b[ "a\ D
n~1
a\ D
n~1
"m~1D2
n~1
m~1"D2
n~1
m~2. h
4.7. Remark. Recall also that G
1
J
(
G
2
:G
1
J
({
G
2
if /@"t/t~1. We can use this observation
to further simplify the above presentation, by conjugating m3P
n~1
by a suitable automorphism of
F
n~1
. In practice, this will be achieved by either changing the basis of F
n~1
, or by conjugating m by
a suitable braid d3B
n~1
.
4.8. We now identify the braids a3B
n‘1
and m3P
n
associated to a horizontal arrangement of
n#1 planes in terms of the generators p
i
of the braid group and of the generators
A
i,j
"p
j~1
2p
i‘1
p2
i
p~1
i‘1
2p~1
j~1
of the pure braid group, respectively.
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Fig. 4. The braids a and m associated to A(21435).
4.9. Proposition. ‚et A(q) be a horizontal 2-arrangement of n#1 planes. „hen:
(a) „he half-braid a has the form
a"(p ln,n‘1
n
2pl1,n‘1
1
) (pln~1,n
n
2pl1,n
2
)2(pl2,3
n
pl1,3
n~1
) (pl1,2
n
),
where l
i, j
is the sign of the permutation (q
i
q
j
).
(b) „he pure braid m can be combed as m"m
2
2m
n
, where
m
j
"j~1<
i/1
Aei,j
i,j
and e
i,j
"G1 if qi’qj,0 otherwise.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the de"nitions of C"C(q) and a"a(C), and the fact that the linking
numbers of ‚(A(q)) are given by l
i, j
"sgn(q
i
q
j
).
For part (b), it is enough to show that, for all k with 1)k)n!1
D
n
(p~l1,2
n~1
) (p~l1,3
n~2
p~l2,3
n~1
)2(p~l1,k‘1
n~k
2p~lk,k‘1
n~1
)
"(Ae1,2
1,2
)2(Ae1,k‘1
1,k‘1
2Aek,k‘1
k,k‘1
) (p
k‘1
2p
n~1
)2(p
2
2p
n~k
)D
n~k
. (4.3)
Indeed, the identity (4.3) for k"n!1 yields the desired combed form of m.
The proof of (4.3) is by induction on k, using the braid relations. The step k"1 is as follows:
D
n
pB1
n~1
"(p
1
2p
n~1
)2(p
1
p
2
) (p
1
) pB1
n~1
"(p
1
) (p
2
p
1
)2(p
n~2
p
n~3
) (p
n~1
p
n~2
) pB1
n~1
(p
1
2p
n~3
)2(p
1
p
2
) (p
1
)
"(p
1
) (p
2
p
1
)2(p
n~2
p
n~3
)pB1
n~2
(p
n~1
p
n~2
) (p
1
2p
n~3
)2(p
1
p
2
) (p
1
)
2
"(p
1
)pB1
1
(p
2
p
1
)2(p
n~2
p
n~3
) (p
n~1
p
n~2
) (p
1
2p
n~3
)2(p
1
p
2
) (p
1
)
"Ae
1,2
(p
2
2p
n~1
) D
n~1
,
where e"(1$1)/2. The induction step is similar but tedious, and will be omitted. h
4.10. Example. The complex arrangement A
n
is horizontal, with corresponding permutation the
identity q"(12n). Thus a"Dn and m"1. The arrangement A"A~ from Example 2.6 is also
horizontal, with permutation q"(2134). Thus a"p
3
p
2
p
1
p
3
p
2
p~1
3
and m"A
1,2
. The braids
a"p
4
p
3
p
2
p
1
p~1
4
p
3
p
2
p
4
p
3
p~1
4
and m"A
1,2
A
3,4
associated to the horizontal arrangement
A(21435) are illustrated in Fig. 4.
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5. Determinantal ideals and characteristic varieties
We start this section with a review of the determinantal ideals of the Alexander module of
a space, following Hillman [15] and Turaev [26, 27]. From the varieties de"ned by these ideals, we
extract numerical homotopy-type invariants, that will be used for the rest of this paper.
5.1. Let X be a connected, "nite CW-complex, with basepoint *, and fundamental group n1(X, *).
Let p : XI PX be the universal abelian cover, corresponding to the abelianization homomorphism
ab : n
1
(X, *)PH1(X; Z). The relative homology group A(X)"H1(XI , p~1(*);Z) has the structure of
a (left) module over the group ring Z[H
1
(X; Z)], and is known as the Alexander module of X.
Now assume that H
1
(X, Z) is isomorphic to Zn, the free abelian group on t
1
,2, tn. A choice of
isomorphism, t : H
1
(X) KPZn, identi"es Z[H1(X)] with K"Z[tB11 ,2, tB1n ], the ring of Laurent
polynomials in n variables, and de"nes a K-module structure on the Alexander module of X, which
we will denote by A (X, t). From a presentation of the fundamental group, n
1
(X)"
Sx
1
,2, xq Dr1,2, rsT, one gets a presentation for the Alexander module,
KsPM KqPA(X, t)P0,
where M"(Lr
i
/Lx
j
)!" is the abelianized Jacobian matrix of Fox derivatives.
De"ne the kth determinantal ideal of At (X) to be the ideal Ek(X, t) generated by the codimension
k minors of the Alexander matrix M. Clearly, E
k
(X, t)-El(X, t) if k)l. The determinantal
ideals depend only on the homotopy type of X (in fact, only on its fundamental group), and on the
identi"cation t :H
1
(X)PZn.
If n
1
(X) has positive de"ciency (i.e., admits a presentation with more generators than relations),
then E
1
(X, t) is of the form I)(D
X,t), where I is the augmentation ideal of K, and DX,t3K is the
(multi-variable) Alexander polynomial of X, see [11].
5.2. We now associate to X subvarieties <
k
(X, t) of the algebraic torus (C*)n, de"ned by the
determinantal ideals E
k
(X, t), following [10, 17]. The coordinate ring of (C*)n is KC"K?C, the
ring of Laurent polynomials with complex coe$cients. Then, for each k*0, we set
<
k
(X, t)"M(t
1
,2, tn)3(C*)n Dg(t1,2, tn)"0, for all g3JEk(X, t)?CN
where Ja denotes the radical of an ideal a. Clearly, <
k
(X, t).<l (X, t) if k)l.
5.3. De5nition. Two algebraic subvarieties < and <@ of (C*)n are said to have the same monomial
isomorphism type if there exists an automorphism /
A
: (C*)nP(C*)n of the form
/
A
(t
i
)"tai1
1
2tain
n
, 1)i)n
for some matrix A"(a
i, j
)3GL
n
(Z), which maps < into <@.
5.4. Proposition. „he monomial isomorphism type of the subvariety <
k
(X, t) of the algebraic torus
(C*)n depends only on the isomorphism type of n
1
(X), and not on the identi,cation t : H
1
(X)PZn.=e
call <
k
(X)"<
k
(X, t) the kth characteristic variety of X.
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Proof. Let X and > be connected, "nite CW-complexes, and let h : n
1
(X)Pn
1
(>) be an isomor-
phism. Let h
*
: H
1
(X) PH
1
(>) be the abelianization of h1 , and set hK "t
Y
h
*
t~1
X
: ZnPZn. The
extension of hM to KC"CZn restricts to an isomorphism Ek(X, tX)?CPEk(>, tY)?C, for each
k*0. Now let / the (monomial) automorphism of (C*)n induced by hM . Clearly, / restricts to an
isomorphism <
k
(X, t
X
)P<
k
(>, t
Y
). h
In other words, for each k*0, the monomial isomorphism type of<
k
(X) is an isomorphism type
of n
1
(X), and thus, a homotopy-type invariant of X. Furthermore, if n
1
(X) has positive de"ciency,
the Alexander polynomial D
X
"D
X,t is well-de"ned up to a monomial change of basis in (C*)n, and
up to multiplication by a unit cti1
1
2tin
n
3KC. Note that<1(X)"1XMDX"0N, where 1"(1,2, 1) is
the origin of the complex torus (C*)n.
5.5. By themselves, the characteristic varieties are not very practical homotopy-type invariants. We
extract from them several numerical invariants that are powerful enough for our purposes. For
each integer p*2, let
Xn
p
"M(u
1
,2, un)3 (C*)n Dui is a pth root of unityN
be the set of p-torsion points of (C*)n.
5.6. Theorem. „he following are isomorphism type invariants of n
1
(X):
(a) „he list &
k
(X) of codimensions of irreducible components of <
k
(X);
(b) „he list &1,k(X) of codimensions of irreducible components of <k(X) passing through 1;
(c) „he number Tors
p,k
(X)"DXn
p
W<
k
(X)D of p-torsion points of <
k
(X).
Proof. By Proposition 5.4, an isomorphism of fundamental groups determines a monomial
isomorphism of the corresponding characteristic varieties. Part (a) follows from the fact that an
isomorphism of algebraic varieties sends irreducible components to irreducible components of the
same codimension. Part (b) follows from Part (a), and the fact that a monomial isomorphism "xes 1.
Part (c) follows from the fact that a monomial isomorphism preserves the set of p-torsion
points. h
5.7. Now let X"X(A) be the complement of a 2-arrangement of n planes in R4. Recall that X has
the homotopy type of a 2-complex (modeled on the Artin presentation of its fundamental group G),
and that H
1
(X)"Zn. Thus, we can de"ne the kth characteristic variety of A to be <
k
(A)"<
k
(X).
As we shall see, the descending tower of characteristic varieties has the form
(C*)n"<
0
.<
1
.2.<n~2.<n~1.<n"/, with <1 being a hypersurface in (C*)n, if n*3,
and <
n~1
consisting of the single point 1, if n*2. We will focus on the nontrivial ends of the
tower, namely<
1
and<
n~2
, which we shall call the top, respectively the bottom characteristic variety
of A.
In order to "nd explicit equations for the characteristic varieties, we need to choose a particular
presentation for G"n
1
(X). Unless otherwise speci"ed, we shall use the presentation (4.2) asso-
ciated to the semidirect product structure G"F
n~1
Jm2 F1 from Proposition 4.6. This presentation
yields an identi"cation tm :H1(X)PZn. Let A"A(X, tm) be the corresponding Alexander module.
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A presentation matrix for A is the (n!1)]n (Alexander) matrix
M"(t
n
)id!H(m2) d
1
)
where d
1
"(1!t
1
21!t
n~1
)T and H : P
n~1
PGL
n~1
(K) is the Gassner representation of the
pure braid group, see Birman [2].
The k]k minors of M generate the determinantal ideal E
k
, whose radical, JE
k
, de"nes the kth
characteristic variety <
k
"<
k
(A). Note that E
n~1
"I and E
n
"K, and so <
n~1
"1 and <
n
"0.
Now recall that a link group has de"ciency 1, see e.g. [4]. Thus we may de"ne the Alexander
polynomial of A to be DA"DX,tm. For n"1, we have DA"1. For n’1, we have
DA(t1,2 , tn)"
1
t
n
!1 det(tn ) id!H(m2))
see Penne [25]. Thus DA"1 for n"2. For n*3, the triviality of the Gassner representation
evaluated at 1 implies that 13<
1
(A) and so <
1
(A)"MDA(t1,2, tn)"0N.
5.8. Remark. For certain purposes, it is more natural to start from the Artin presentation (4.1)
associated to the semidirect product structure G"F
n~1
JbF1. The resulting presentation,
A(X, tb), for the Alexander module coincides with the usual presentation of the Alexander module
of the link ‚(A). We will denote the associated Alexander polynomial by D
L(A)
"D
X,tb.
5.9. Example. Let A
n
be the arrangement of n*3 complex lines through the origin of C2. Recall
that m"1 and b"D2
n
in this case. It is readily seen that E
k
"I ) (t
n
!1)n~k~1. Thus
<
1
"2"<n~2"Mtn!1"0N, and DAn"(tn!1)n~2, whereas DL(An)"(t12tn!1)n~2.
5.10. Example. Let A be the arrangement A~"A(2134). Recall that m"A
1,2
. The Artin
representation of m : F
3
PF
3
is given by m(x
1
)"x
1
x
2
x
1
x~1
2
x~1
1
, m (x
2
)"x
1
x
2
x~1
1
, m(x
3
)"x
3
.
Consider the new basis y
1
"x
1
, y
2
"x
1
x
2
, y
3
"x
3
for F
3
. In this basis, m (y
1
)"y
2
y
1
y~1
2
,
m(y
2
)"y
2
, m(y
3
)"y
3
, and so the Alexander matrix is:
M"A
t
4
!t2
2
(t
2
#1) (t
1
!1) 0 1!t
1
0 t
4
!1 0 1!t
2
0 0 t
4
!1 1!t
3
B .
The determinantal ideals are E
1
"I ) (t
4
!1) (t
4
!t2
2
), and E
2
"I ) (t
4
!1, t2
2
!1)#K ) (t
2
#1)
(t
1
!1) (t
3
!1). The characteristic varieties are
<
1
"Mt
4
!1"0NXMt
4
!t2
2
"0N
<
2
"Mt
4
!1"t
2
#1"0NXMt
4
!1"t
2
!1"t
1
!1"0N
XMt
4
!1"t
2
!1"t
3
!1"0N.
Now letA be the arrangementA‘"A(1234). We know from Example 5.9 that its characteristic
varieties are <
1
"<
2
"Mt
4
!1"0N. We plainly see that the characteristic varieties of A‘ and
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A~ have a di!erent number of components, and so are not isomorphic. Thus, X‘K/ X~. In fact,
H*(X‘):/ H*(X~), as was shown by Ziegler [30].
6. Bottom characteristic varieties
In this section we study the bottom characteristic varieties <
n~2
(A) of arrangements of n planes
that are obtained from the trivial arrangement by a sequence of cabling operations. We obtain
a complete characterization of these varieties when the sequence has length 2.
6.1. Let A be a depth 2 arrangement, and A(I
1
,2, Ir, J) its normal form, as introduced in
De"nition 3.18. By Proposition 4.9, the pure braid m can be taken to be m"A
I1
2A
Ir
, where A
I
is
the full twist on the strings I, with the convention that whenever a negative block appears as
a subindex of a braid generator, it will be understood as a set of integers in increasing order.
Let us "rst consider a full twist A
I
corresponding to the indexing set I"M j, j#1, 2 , kN. The
Artin representation of A
I
is given by A
I
(x
i
)"x
I
x
i
x~1
I
, i3I and A
I
(x
i
)"x
i
otherwise, where
x
I
"x
j
2x
k
. The change of basis y
k
"x
I
and y
i
"x
i
for iOk simpli"es A
I
to A
I
(y
i
)"y
k
y
i
y~1
k
, i3I
and A
I
(y
i
)"y
i
otherwise. The Gassner representation of A2
I
in this new basis is given by
H(A2
I
)"A
t2
k
2 0 (t
k
#1)(1!t
j
)
F } F F
0 2 t2
k
(t
k
#1)(1!t
k~1
)
0 2 0 1 B (6.1)
Now notice that the factors A
I1
,2, AIr of m braid on mutually disjoint groups of strings.
Therefore, we can change the basis in the free group for each block separately, as above. Hence, the
Gassner representation H(m2) is a block-diagonal matrix, with blocks as in (6.1). The Alexander
matrix is:
M"A
t
n
!H(A2
I1
) 2 0 0 d
1
(I
1
)
F } F F F
0 2 t
n
!H(A2
Ir
) 0 d
1
(I
r
)
0 2 0 t
n
!idDJD~1 d1(J) B (6.2)
where d
1
(I) is the column vector whose entries are t
i
!1, for i3I.
The radical JE
n~2
of the ideal of 2]2-minors of M is generated by
t
n
!1; t2
kp
!1; (t
kp
#1) (t
ip
!1) (t
jp
!1)
where k
p
"max I
p
, for all i
p
3I
p
CMk
p
N, j
p
N I
p
, and 1)p)r.
The ideal JE
n~2
de"nes the characteristic variety <
n~2
. In order to describe this subvariety of
(C*)n, we need some notation. Given a subset I of [1, n]"M1,2 , nN, let IM"[1, n]CI, and
I["IM XMmax IN. Also, let „(I) be the subtorus of (C*)n given by „(I)"Mt
i
!1"0 D i3IN, and „M (I)
the translated subtorus given by „M (I)"Mt
i
#1"0 Di3IN.
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6.2. Proposition. ‚etA be a depth 2, completely decomposable arrangement of n planes, with normal
form A(I
1
,2, Ir, J). „he bottom characteristic variety <n~2(A) has the following irreducible
components:
(a) Subtori passing through 1:
„(I[
p
), for p3[1, r] and „(J[ ), if DJD’1.
(b) „ranslated subtori:
„(Z
p NP
I
p
XMnN)W„M (Z
p|P
Mmax I
p
N), for 0OP-[1, r].
6.3. Example. The arrangement A"A(214356) from Example 3.17 is in normal form, with
I
1
"M2, 1N, I
2
"M4, 3N, and J"M5, 6N. The components of <
4
(A) are:
Mt
6
!1"t
4
#1"t
2
#1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
4
#1"t
2
!1"t
1
!1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
4
!1"t
3
!1"t
2
#1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
5
!1"t
4
!1"t
3
!1"t
2
!1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
5
!1"t
4
!1"t
2
!1"t
1
!1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
4
!1"t
3
!1"t
2
!1"t
1
!1"0N.
6.4. Let A be a completely decomposable arrangement of depth 2, with normal form
A(I
1
, 2 , Ir, J). Recall that DI1D)2)DIrD. De"ne
S(A)"MDI
1
D,2, DIrDN.
Since we also have I
1
)2)I
r
(J, the ordered list S (A), together with the number of planes,
n"DJD#+r
k/1
DI
k
D, determines the normal form.
Let &"&
n~2
(A) be the list of codimensions of irreducible components of <
n~2
(A), and
&1"&1,n~2(A) be the sublist corresponding to components passing through 1. From Proposition
6.2, we see that
&1"Mn#1!DIpDNp/1,2, r if DJD"1 (6.3a)
&1"Mn#1!DIpDNp/1,2, rXMn#1!DJDN if DJD’1 (6.3b)
&C&1"Gr#1# +
pNP
(DI
p
D!1)H0-P-*1,r+ (6.3c)
The lists &
1
and & have lengths
d
1
"r#e
J
#1, d"2r#r#e
J
(6.4)
where e
J
"0 if DJD’1 and e
J
"!1 if DJD"1.
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6.5. Theorem. „he list S (A) is a complete homotopy-type invariant for depth 2, completely decompos-
able arrangements A of n planes.
Proof. Let A@ be another completely decomposable arrangement of depth 2, with normal form
A(I@
1
,2, I@r, J@). Assume X(A)KX(A@). Then, by Theorem 5.6, &(A)"&(A@) and
&1(A)"&1(A@). We want to show that S (A)"S (A@). There are four cases to consider, according
to the sizes of J and J@:
f DJD"1, DJ@D’1. Then, by (6.4), the system of equations d"d@, d
1
"d@
1
has no solution.
f DJD"DJ@D"1. Then, by (6.3a), &1(A)"&1(A@) implies S(A)"S (A@).
f DJD"DJ@D’1. Then, (6.3b), &1(A)"&1(A@) implies S (A)"S (A@).
f DJD’DJ@D’1. Then, by (6.4), r"r@. If r"1, eq. (6.3b) implies that MDI
1
D, DJDN"MDI@
1
D, DJ@DN as
unordered lists. But condition (iii) from De"nition 3.18 and the fact that DJD’DJ@D rule out this
possibility. If r’1, eq. (6.3c) implies DJD"n#r#2!max(&C&1)!min(&C&1). Hence
DJD!DJ@D"r!r@"0, which again is impossible.
Conversely, assume S (A)"S (A@). Then, as noted above, the normal forms of A and A@
coincide. By Proposition 3.19, A and A@ are rigidly isotopic, and thus X(A)KX(A@). h
6.6. Corollary. „he number of homotopy classes of 2-arrangements of n planes which are completely
decomposable of depth at most 2 equals p(n!1)!x(n!1)/2y, where p()) is the partition function, and
x)y is the integer part function.
Proof. Follows from the Theorem by an elementary counting argument. h
7. Top characteristic varieties
In this section we study the top characteristic variety <
1
(A) of a 2-arrangement A, and the
number Tors
p,1
(A) of its p-torsion points, for p a prime number.
7.1. Let us start with a completely decomposable arrangement, A"A(q). Let
q"q
0
Pq
1
P2Pq
d
"(1) be the decomposition sequence for q. Recall that each permutation in
the sequence is partitioned into blocks of consecutive integers. We call such a block B essential if
either DBD*2, or B"q
d~1
and DBD’2.
7.2. Theorem. „he top characteristic variety <
1
(A) of a completely decomposable arrangement of
n planes is the union of an arrangementV(A) of codimension 1 subtori of (C*)n, all passing through 1.
Proof. Choose q3S
n
so thatA"A(q) and (A)"d(q). Let m be the number of essential blocks of
q. Recall from Section 3.12 that ‚"‚(A) is an iterated torus link, obtained by (1, $1)-cablings on
the unknot. Thus, it is a spliced link in the sense of Eisenbud and Neumann [11]. The decomposi-
tion sequence of q corresponds to a minimal splice diagram of ‚: The (signed) essential blocks
B
1
,2, Bm of the permutations in the sequence correspond to the (signed) nodes vn‘1,2, vn‘m of
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the diagram, and the integers 1,2, n to the arrowheads v1,2, vn. Then, according to [11],
Theorem 12.1, the Alexander polynomial of ‚ is given by:
D
L
(t
1
,2, tn)"
n‘m
<
j/n‘1
(tl1, j
1
tl2,j
2
2tln,j
n
!1)dj~2
where l
i,j
"$1 is the linking number of ‚
i
with the &&virtual component’’ corresponding to v
j
, and
d
j
is the valency of v
j
. Thus, each irreducible component of <
1
(A)"MD
L
"0N is a codimension
1 subtorus. (It actually can be shown that <
1
(A) has precisely m components.) K
To compute the number of torsion points on <
1
(A), we may now use a result of BjoK rner and
Ekedahl [3]. Indeed, an arrangement < of codimension 1 subtori in (C*)n de"nes an arrangement
<
p
of hyperplanes in (Z
p
)n : To a subtorus ta1
1
2tan
n
!1"0 corresponds the hyperplane
a
1
x
1
#2#a
n
x
n
"0 mod p. Proposition 3.2 of [3] then implies the following.
7.3. Proposition. „he number of p-torsion points on the union ;"; (V) of an arrangement of
subtori in (C*)n is given by:
Tors
p
(;)"! +
x|LC -0) ]
k(0) , x) p$*.(x),
where ‚ is the intersection lattice of the arrangementV
p
, with minimal element 0)"(Z
p
)n, and MoK bius
function k.
7.4. Example. The arrangement A"A(312546) is completely decomposable, of depth 3. Its
decomposition sequence is (312546)P(2134)P(12)P(1). Proposition 4.9 gives m"A
1,3
A
2,3
A
4,5
.
The Artin representation of m in the basis y
1
"x
1
, y
2
"x
1
x
2
, y
3
"x
1
x
2
x
3
, y
4
"x
4
, y
5
"x
4
x
5
is
given by m (y
1
)"y
3
y~1
2
y
1
y
2
y~1
3
, m (y
2
)"y
3
y
2
y~1
3
, m(y
3
)"y
3
, m (y
4
)"y
5
y
4
y~1
5
, and m(y
5
)"y
5
. The
Alexander polynomial is DA(t1,2, t6)"(t6!1) (t6!t25) (t6!t23) (t6!t23t~22 ). Proposition 7.3
yields Tors
2,1
(A)"32 and Tors
3,1
(A)"585.
For an arrangement of depth 2, we can give a more precise description of the top characteristic
variety, based on formula (6.2) for the Alexander matrix.
7.5. Proposition. ‚etA be a depth 2 arrangement of n planes, with normal formA(I
1
,2, Ir, J), and
let k
q
"max I
q
, for 1)q)r. „hen:
(a) DA(t1,2, tn)"(tn!1)
DJD‘r~2<r
q/1
(t
n
!t2
kq
) DIq D~1;
(b) <
1
(A)"Mt3(C*)n D (t
n
!1)<r
q/1
(t
n
!t2
kq
)"0N;
(c) Tors
2,1
(A)"2n~1 and Tors
p,1
(A)"pn~r~1(pr‘1!(p!1)r‘1), for p*3.
7.6. Let ‚ be a link in S3. The Alexander polynomial of a sublink of ‚, and that of an (a, b)-cable
about ‚, can be computed from the Alexander polynomial of ‚, via the following well-known
formulae of Torres and Sumners}Woods, see [11, 15, 26].
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7.7. Theorem. ‚et ‚"‚
1
X2X‚
n
be a link in S3. Set „"tl1
1
2tln~1
n~1
, where l
i
"lk(‚
i
, ‚
n
). „hen:
D
L
(t
1
,2, tn~1, 1)"(„!1)DLCLn(t1,2, tn~1), (7.1a)
Moreover, if ‚3"‚Ma, bN, with gcd(a, b)"1, then
D
L{
(t
1
,2, tn, tn‘1)"(„atbntbn‘1!1)DL(t1, 2, tn~1, tantn‘1). (7.1b)
7.8. Corollary. ‚et A be an arrangement of n planes, and let AkMrN be an r-cable about it. „hen:
(a) <
1
(AMrN)"Mt3 (C*)n‘r Dt
1
2t
n
!1"0 or (t
1
, 2 , tn)3<1(A)N;
(b) Tors
p,1
(AMrN)"pr~1Tors
p,1
(AM1N).
Proof. Let ‚"‚ (A). Recall from Section 3.1 that ‚(AM1N)"‚M1, 1N. By the Sumners} Woods
formula (7.1b), we have
D
L(A [1 ])
(t
1
,2, tn, tn‘1)"(t12tn‘1!1)DL(t1,2, tn~1, tntn‘1).
After a monomial change of basis, this implies part (a) for r"1. The general case follows from the
same formula, by induction on r. Part (b) follows immediately from part (a). h
7.9. We conclude this section with a recursion formula for Tors
2,1
(A). Let D
L(A)
be the Alexander
polynomial of the link ‚(A). De"ne the single-variable Alexander polynomial of A to be
DA(t) :"(t!1)DL(A) (t,2, t). Furthermore, set
d (A)"G1 if DA(!1)"00 otherwise.
7.10. Example. The single-variable Alexander polynomial of the complex arrangement A
n
is
DA
n
(t)"(t!1) (tn!1)n~2. Thus, d (A
n
)"(1#(!1)n)/2.
7.11. Theorem. ‚etA"MH
1
, 2 , HnN be a 2-arrangement in R4. „he number of 2-torsion points of
the top characteristic variety <
1
(A) is given by the following formula:
Tors
2,1
(A)"2n~1!1#(!1)n
2
#d (A)# +
B|!(A)
d(B) (7.2)
where C(A) is the set of all indecomposable, proper sub-arrangements of A with an odd number of
planes.
Proof. By de"nition,
Tors
2,1
(A)" +
u|)n2
cu (7.3)
where Xn
2
"M(u
1
,2, un)3 (C*)n Dui"$1N, and cu"1 if DL(A)(u)"0, and cu"0 otherwise. For
u3Xn
2
, let Au"MHi3A Dui"!1N. There are several cases to consider:
f If u"(!1,2, !1), then Au"A, and so cu"d(A).
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f If uO(!1,2, !1), then Au is a proper sub-arrangement of A, and so, by repeated
application of Torres’s formula (7,1a), we have
D
L(A)
(u)"((!1) DAuD!1)D
L(Au)
(!1,2, !1). (7.4)
f If DAuD is even, this formula says that DL(A)(u)"0, and so cu"1. There are
2n~1!(1#(!1)n)/2 such contributions to the sum (7.3).
f If DAuD is odd, and Au is decomposable, we may write Au"A@uM$1N, with the cabling
done about the last component of A3u. LetAAu be the sub-arrangement obtained by deleting
the last component of A@u. Clearly, DAAuD"DAuD!2. Formulas (7.1b), and (7.1a) give
D
L(Au)
(!1,2, !1)"!2DL(A @u)(!1,2, !1, 1)"4DL(AAu) (!1,2, !1). (7.5)
Hence, d(Au)"d(AAu). Iterating this decabling-deletion procedure, we eventually reach an
arrangement B for which the procedure must stop. There are two possibilities:
f One is B"A
3
, in which case cu"d(A3)"0.
f The other is B3C(A), in which case cu"d (B). Clearly, any element of C(A) can be
reached by the above procedure; thus there are DC(A)D such contributions to the sum (7.3).
This completes the proof. h
7.12. Remark. Note that 2n~1!1)Tors
2,1
(A) 2n. If Tors
2,1
(A)"2n~1!1, and n*3, then
the top characteristic variety<
1
(A) is not the union of translated subtori of (C*)n. For, otherwise, at
least one of the subtori must be of the form „"Mta1
1
2tan
n
!1"0N, since D
L(A)
(1,2, 1)"0. But
the torus „ has 2n~1 torsion points of order 2.
7.13. Corollary. If all the proper subarrangements of A are completely decomposable, then
Tors
2,1
(A)"2n~1!(1#(!1)n)/2#d (A).
7.14. Corollary. If A is completely decomposable, then Tors
2,1
(A)"2n~1.
Proof. The recursion formula (7.5), together with Example 7.10 imply that d(A)"(1#(!1)n)/2,
and the conclusion follows from the previous corollary. h
7.15. Example. The arrangementA"A(31425) is horizontal, indecomposable, and all its subar-
rangements are completely decomposable. The (single variable) Alexander polynomial is
DA(t)"(t!1)4(4t2!t#4), and so d(A)"0. From Corollary 7.13, we get Tors2,1(A)"16.
7.16. Example. The arrangement A"A(314256) is decomposable, but not completely decom-
posable, since it has A(31425) as a subarrangement. We have DA(t)"(t6!1)(t!1)3(t#1)
(3t2!2t#3), and so d(A)"1. From Theorem 7.11, we get Tors
2,1
(A)"32.
7.17. Example. The arrangement A"A(241536) is horizontal, indecomposable, and all its
proper subarrangements are completely decomposable. We have DA(t)"(t!1)5(5t4#6t2#5),
and so d(A)"0. From Corollary 7.13, we get Tors
2,1
(A)"31. Hence, <
1
(A) is not a union of
translated subtori of (C*)6.
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8. Mazurovski1\ :s arrangements
In this section, we study the 2-arrangements associated to Mazurovskim\ ’s con"gurations. Using
their associated cablings, we "nd in"nitely many pairs of arrangements whose complements are
cohomologically equivalent, but not homotopy equivalent.
8.1. In [22], Mazurovskim\ introduced a remarkable pair of con"gurations of skew lines, K and ‚,
which have the same linking numbers, but are not rigidly isotopic. LetK"A (K) andL"A(‚)
be the corresponding arrangements of planes. The arrangement K is horizontal, with associated
permutation q"(341256). Moreover, K is completely decomposable, of depth 3; a minimal
decomposition sequence is (341256)P(213)P(12)P(1). The arrangementL is neither horizontal,
nor decomposable. De"ning polynomials for K and L are given by
fK(z, w)"f (z, w) )(z!7w)
fL(z, w)"f (z, w) )Az!
6!7i
2
w!3#14i
2
w6 B
where f is the following de"ning polynomial for A(34125):
f (z, w)"Az!
5!5i
2
w#3!5i
2
wN B Az!
7!10i
2
w#3!10i
2
wN B
]Az!
5!14i
2
w!3#14i
2
wN B Az!
7!9i
2
w!3#9i
2
wN B (z!6w).
The half-braids associated toK andL are pictured in Fig. 5. We see that the linking numbers of
‚(K) are l
1,4
"l
2,4
"l
1,3
"l
2,3
"!1, and all other l
i, j
"1, whereas the linking numbers of
‚(L) are l
1,5
"l
2,5
"l
1,4
"l
2,4
"!1, and all other l
i, j
"1. The reordering of the components
of ‚(L) that "xes 1, 2, 6 and permutes 3, 4, 5 to 4, 5, 3 identi"es the linking numbers of ‚(K) and
‚(L). Thus, H*(X(K);Z):H*(X(L);Z).
8.2. In order to distinguish between the cohomologically equivalent arrangements K and L, we
turn to their characteristic varieties. From Fig. 5, we see that the reduced half-braids of K and
L are:
a\ K"p4p3p2p1p4p~13 p~12 p~14 p~13 p4, a\ L"p4p2p~13 p2p~11 p2p~14 p~13 p2p4.
The braids m"D
5
a\ ~13P
5
are expressed in terms of the pure braid generators, as follows. ForK,
which is horizontal, Proposition 4.9 yields mK"A1,3A2,3A1,4A2,4. ForL, it is more convenient to
work with the conjugate m@L"d~1mLd, where d"p1p3p~14 . Routine combing of the braid yields
m@L"A1,3A2,3A4,5A1,4A~14,5A2,4.
The Artin representation of m"mK in the basis y1"x1, y2"x3, y3"x1x2, y4"x1x2x3x4,
y
5
"x
5
is given by m(y
1
)"y
4
y~1
3
y
1
y
3
y~1
4
, m (y
2
)"y
3
y
2
y~1
3
, m(y
3
)"y
4
y
3
y~1
4
, m (y
4
)"y
4
, and
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Fig. 5. Mazurovskim\ ’s pair: the half-braids aK (top) and aL (bottom).
m(y
5
)"y
5
. The Alexander matrix of K is:
A
t
6
!t2
4
t~2
3
0 t2
4
t~2
3
(t
3
#1) (1!t
1
) (t
4
#1) (t
1
!1) 0 t
1
!1
0 t
6
!t2
3
(t
4
#t
3
) (t
2
!1) (1!t
3
) (t
2
!1) 0 t
2
!1
0 0 t
6
!t2
4
(t
4
#1) (t
3
!1) 0 t
3
!1
0 0 0 t
6
!1 0 t
4
!1
0 0 0 0 t
6
!1 t
5
!1B
An elementary computation shows that the bottom variety <
4
(K) has 6 irreducible compo-
nents*3 codimension 4 translated subtori of (C*)6, and 3 codimension 5 subtori passing through
1*given by the following equations:
Mt
6
!1"t
4
#1"t
3
#1"t
2
!1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
4
#1"t
3
!1"t
1
!1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
5
!1"t
4
!1"t
3
#1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
5
!1"t
4
!1"t
3
!1"t
1
!1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
5
!1"t
4
!1"t
3
!1"t
2
!1"0N
Mt
6
!1"t
4
!1"t
3
!1"t
2
!1"t
1
!1"0N.
The primary decomposition of the ideal E
4
(L) is much harder to "nd. The implementation in
Macaulay 2 [14] of the Eisenbud, Huneke, and Vasconcelos algorithm yields such a decomposition,
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and the result is that <
4
(L)"<
4
(K). Thus, the bottom varieties fail to distinguish between the
K and L arrangements.
Let us then consider the top varieties. It is readily seen that the Alexander polynomial of K is
DK(t1, 2, t6)"(t6!1) (t6!t23) (t6!t24) (t6!t24t~23 ), and so <1(K) is the union of 4 codimen-
sion 1 subtori of (C*)6. Since K is completely decomposable, Corollary 7.14 implies that
Tors
2,1
(K)"32.
The Alexander polynomial of L may be computed using Mathematica [29]. The result is too
long to be displayed here, but su$ces to say that it is an irreducible polynomial over Z, consisting
of 667 monomials. Direct computation shows that the single variable Alexander polynomial is
DL(t)"3(t!1)5(3t2!2t#3)2. Hence d (L)"0. Since, as is readily checked, all proper sub-
arrangements of L are completely decomposable, Corollary 7.13 implies that Tors
2,1
(L)"31.
Thus, Tors
2,1
(K)OTors
2,1
(L). (As noted in Remark 7.12, this arithmetic di!erence translates
into a geometric di!erence: <
1
(K) is a union of subtori, whereas <
1
(L) is not even the union of
translated subtori.) Appealing now to Theorem 5.6, we conclude that the complements of K and
L are not homotopy equivalent, although, as mentioned previously, they are cohomologically
isomorphic. This answers Ziegler’s question from [30].
8.3. We now use cablings of K and L to show that the above phenomenon happens for
arrangements of n planes, for any n*6.
8.4. Theorem ‚et K and L be Mazurovskin\ 1s arrangements of 6 transverse planes in R4. ‚et KMrN
and LMrN be their r-cables. „hen, for each r*0,
(a) H*(X(KMrN);Z):H*(X(LMrN);Z);
(b) X (KMrN)K/ X(LMrN).
Proof. As noted above, the links of K and L have the same linking numbers. Hence, the links of
KMrN and LMrN have the same linking numbers. This implies that the complements of KMrN and
LMrN are cohomologically equivalent.
AlthoughK andL are distinguished by their 2-torsion points, their cables are not. Indeed, for
r*1, Tors
2,1
(KMrN)"Tors
2,1
(LMrN)"2r‘5, as can be deduced from Theorem 7.11 for r"1, and
from Corollary 7.8 for r’1. Hence, we turn to 3-torsion points. A Mathematica computation
shows that Tors
3,1
(KM1N)"35 ) 7 and Tors
3,1
(LM1N)"33 ) 61. From Corollary 7.8, we get
Tors
3,1
(KMrN)"3r‘4)7, and Tors
3,1
(LMrN)"3r‘2)61
showing that the respective complements are indeed not homotopy equivalent. h
8.5. Mazurovskim\ introduced in [22] another interesting con"guration of 6 lines, which he called
M. Like the ‚ con"guration, the M con"guration is non-horizontal and indecomposable (they are
the only two such con"gurations of 6 lines, up to rigid isotopy and mirror images). But, unlike ‚,
the M con"guration does not have the linking numbers of any horizontal con"guration. Let
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M"A(M) be the corresponding arrangement. A de"ning polynomial for it is:
fM(z, w)"(z!(10!i)w#(9!4i)wN ) (z!(3!4i)w!(1#4i)wN )
]Az!
5!10i
2
w#1!10i
2
wN B Az!(6!5i)w#
1!10i
2
wN B
]Az!
21!29i
4
w#1!9i
4
wN B (z!6w).
The reduced braids associated to M are
a\ M"p2p~13 p1p2p~13 p~14 p2p~11 p~12 and mM"A2,4A1,2A3,4A1,5A3,5.
A Macaulay 2 computation shows that<
4
(M) consists of sixteen 2-torsion points. A Mathematica
computation reveals that the Alexander polynomial of M is an irreducible polynomial over Z,
consisting of 317 monomials. The single variable Alexander polynomial is DM(t)"
(t!1)5(t2!t#1) (t6!5t5!t4!6t3!t2!5t#1), and so d(M)"0. Theorem 7.11 gives
Tors
2,1
(M)"31, the same as for L. (Thus, the top variety of M is not the union of translated
subtori.) On the other hand, a computation yields Tors
3,1
(L)"527 and Tors
3,1
(M)"421,
showing that X (L)K/ X (M).
9. Classi5cation of 2-arrangements of n)6 planes
We start by reviewing the rigid isotopy classi"cation of arrangements of up to 6 planes. We then
show that the invariants introduced in Section 5 are powerful enough to classify up to homotopy
the complements of such arrangements.
9.1. As noted in Section 2.7, rigid isotopy types of 2-arrangements in R4 are in one-to-one
correspondence with rigid isotopy types of skew-lines con"gurations in R3. An important concept
introduced by Viro [28] was that of a mirror image of a con"guration. We now translate this
notion to arrangements.
9.2. De5nition. An arrangement A@ is called a mirror image of A if there is a re#ection of
R4 sending A to A@. The mirror image of A is unique up to rigid isotopy; we denote it by AM . An
arrangement A which is not isotopic to AM is called non-mirror.
As shown by Viro, there exist many non-mirror arrangements. For example, the complex
arrangement, A
n
, and its mirror image under complex conjugation, AM
n
, are not rigidly isotopic,
provided n*3. Also, an arbitrary arrangement of n lines is non-mirror, provided n,3(mod 4).
Viro [28] and Mazurovskim\ [22] classi"ed, up to rigid isotopy, all con"gurations of 6 lines or less.
For up to 5 lines, linking numbers invariants were used. For 6 lines, those invariants cannot tell
apart the K and ‚ con"gurations. For that, the Morton trace of the reduced full-braid is used in
[22]. Translated to arrangements, the complete list of the 33 rigid isotopy types is as follows:
n"1: A (1)
n"2: A (12)
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Table 1
Arrangements of n)6 planes: Sequence of codimensions of components
of <
n~2
*where i
k
stands for i repeated k times*and number of 2- and
3-torsion points on <
1
n A depth &
n~2
Tors
2,1
Tors
3,1
1 A(1) 0 0 0 0
2 A(12) 1 0 1 1
3 A(123) 1 1 4 9
4 A(1234) 1 1 8 27
A(2134) 2 2,3
2
8 45
5 A(12345) 1 1 16 81
A(21345) 2 2,3,4 16 135
A(21435) 2 3,4
4
16 171
A(31425) * 5
11
16 141
6 A(123456) 1 1 32 243
A(213456) 2 2,3,5 32 405
A(321456) 2 2,4
2
32 405
A(215436) 2 3,4
2
,5
2
32 513
A(214356) 2 3,4
2
,5
3
32 513
K"A(341256) 3 4
3
,5
3
32 567
A(312546) 3 4,5
6
,6 32 585
A(314256) * 5
6
,6
5
32 495
A(241536) * 5
2
,6
13
31 513
L * 4
3
,5
3
31 527
M * 6
16
31 421
n"3: A (123)*
n"4: A (1234)*,A (2134)
n"5: A (12345)*,A (21345)*,A(21435)*,A(31425)
n"6: A (123456)*,A (213456)*, A(321456),A (214356)*,A (215436)*,
A (312546),A (341256)*,A(314256)*,A(241536),A (‚)*,A(M)*
where A* stands for a non-mirror arrangement A and its mirror image AM .
9.3. We now turn to the homotopy classi"cation of complements of arrangements. Clearly,
arrangements that are either rigidly isotopic, or mirror images of one another, have di!eomorphic
(and thus, homotopy equivalent) complements. Thus, if we delete from the above list the mirror
image AM from each pair A*"(A,AM ), we are left with a list 20 arrangements, such that, the
complement of any arrangement of n)6 planes is homotopy equivalent to the complement of one
of the arrangements in this shorter list. Table 1 shows that there are no repetitions among the
homotopy types of these 20 arrangements. Hence, we have the following.
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9.4. Theorem. For 2-arrangements of n)6 planes in R4, the homotopy types of complements are in
one-to-one correspondence with the rigid isotopy types modulo mirror images.
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